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1. Introduction
 

Implicit knowledge of phonology and morphology includes awareness of how the words in a 
language are broken down into pieces. This knowledge can be manifested in patterns such as infixation, 
partial reduplication, as well as language games, see e.g., McCarthy & Prince (1986), Inkelas & Zoll 
(2005), Yu (2007), Frampton (2009), Samuels (2010), among others, on these patterns. This paper 
presents an artificial grammar learning experiment that asks which properties of the input are utilized by 
the learner in acquiring such word-splitting patterns. We focus on learning infixation patterns, 
specifically the patterns which either split or do not split a word-medial consonant cluster (Yu 2007; 
Zuraw 2007; Samuels 2010). Our central question is whether the learners will tend to rely on structural 
units, such as the syllable, or on perceptual properties of word-medial consonant sequences, in acquiring 
infixation. Our results show no support for syllable-based infixation strategies, but do suggest a role for 
perception in learning novel infixation patterns.  

Word-medial syllable divisions are arguably relevant to the learning of phonological and 
phonotactic patterns such as syllable reduction, and metathesis (Pater 1997; Łukaszewicz 2006; 2007; 
Finley 2017). Therefore, it makes sense to ask if these divisions are also utilized in learning infixation. 
According to Pater (1997), when children reduce English words to the size of a binary foot, syllable 
onsets are chosen from input (i.e., adult pronunciation) onsets (as in [fevət] for favorite), never from 
codas (reductions like *[fetət] for favorite, unattested in Pater’s corpus), showing the child’s implicit 
awareness of medial syllable breaks. Łukaszewicz (2007) reports on a child who simplifies word-initial 
complex onsets, but allows word-medial CC sequences, consistent with the idea that medial, but not 
initial clusters are heterosyllabic (syllabified VC.CV). Łukaszewicz (2006) also found that when Polish 
children reduce word-medial (CCC) and word-final (CC) sonority-violating clusters, the reduction 
processes target the same syllabic positions across the two environments. Finally, in an artificial 
grammar learning experiment with adults, Finley (2017) demonstrates that English speakers generalize 
novel metathesis patterns in a way that relies on word-medial syllable boundaries, suggesting tacit 
knowledge of syllabification principles such as onset maximization.  

The existing theories of infixation provide additional motivation for expecting that syllables may 
serve as pivots (i.e., the constituents to which infixes are aligned, see Yu (2007)). Samuels (2010) 
proposes that the pivots for infixation are defined by the structural positions available within a word 
(e.g., foot breaks), although she argues that it is very hard to find unambiguous evidence of infixation 
based on syllable units, as syllabification is often confounded with other variables, such as the first vowel 
in a word. Subsequent work has identified at least some examples of infixing after the first syllable, such 
as Yeri (Wilson 2014). Since language speakers show implicit knowledge of word-medial syllable 
divisions, and since structural constituents like the syllable can be relevant to infixation, we hypothesize 
that word-medial syllable breaks would be used in learning infixation patterns. 

In addition, there is evidence that some consonant clusters are more likely to be split than others. 
This evidence can be found in a variety of patterns such as loanword adaptation, puns, reduplication, 
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and, importantly, infixation (Broselow 1992; Fleischhacker 2005; Berent et al. 2007 et seq.; Zuraw 2007; 
Davidson & Shaw 2012; Yun 2016). In all of these domains, C1C2 clusters are more likely to be split if 
C2 is more sonorous (e.g., [st] vs. [sl] stops vs. liquids), and clusters where C1 is a stop are split more 
readily than clusters where C1 is a fricative (e.g., [tl] vs. [sl]). In what follows, we will focus on the first 
of these generalizations. 

Most evidence for consonant cluster splittability asymmetries comes from vowel insertion in 
loanword adaptation and non-native speech perception. It has been shown that clusters with a sonorant 
C2 are split by vowel insertion more often than clusters with an obstruent C2 (Gouskova 2001; 
Fleischhacker 2005; Yun 2016). It has been proposed that higher cluster splittability may correlate with 
increased perceptual similarity between the original word and the word with a split cluster. This account 
follows P-Map theory (Steriade 2009), and assumes that splitting a cluster is preferred when the cluster 
itself (CC) is more perceptually similar to the split version (CVC). Indeed, studies of non-native speech 
perception have shown that non-native clusters with a more sonorous C2 are also more confusable with 
CəC sequences in a variety of perception tasks (Berent et al. 2007 et seq.; Yun 2016). The 
presence/absence of the release is also very important for hearing the difference between CC and CəC, 
as shown, for example, for stop-stop sequences produced with C1 release by a Russian speaker and heard 
by English speakers in Davidson & Shaw (2012).  

For our purposes it is important that these cluster splittability asymmetries also arguably apply to 
splitting consonant clusters with a VC infix (Pierrehumbert & Nair 1995; Zuraw 2007).1 Zuraw (2007) 
investigated cluster splittablity in /um/ and /in/ infixation in Tagalog. This language has virtually no 
native word-initial consonant clusters, and splittability preferences are manifested in the treatment of 
loanwords in a web-based corpus and in native speaker judgments of nonword infixation. For example, 
the attestation and production of forms like ‘gumraduate’ (splitting the cluster) vs. ‘grumaduate’ (cluster 
intact) for ‘graduate’ gives evidence of cluster splittability preferences. A splittability asymmetry is seen 
e.g., in Zuraw’s survey and corpus data where stop + glide sequences such as [bw] were split by infixes 
more often than stop + liquid sequences such as [br] or [bl]. Similar asymmetries based on C2 quality 
are documented for nonwords with s+consonant clusters. Pierrehumbert & Nair (1995) used the word 
game paradigm developed by Treiman (1983) to train native English speakers to insert /əC/ infixes into 
known English words. The speakers were trained to put the infix after the first consonant in words 
beginning with CV (e.g., big: [bəɹɪg]). The subjects then had to generalize this pattern to words starting 
with a variety of initial consonant clusters (e.g., stub: [səltʌb] or [stəlʌb]). A tendency aligning with 
cluster splittability results was observed in that initial s+stop clusters were split less often than 
s+sonorant ones. 

In the case of infixation, the relation between perceptual similarity and cluster splitting is more 
complicated than with vowel insertion in loans and in other domains. The clusters which are more often 
split by VC infixes are also more confusable with CəC sequences, but we don’t know if these clusters 
are confusable with the infixed forms. Another open question is how the shape of the infix could 
contribute to perceptual similarity between infixed and uninfixed forms. 

It is possible that in the case of VC infixes studied by Zuraw (2007) and Pierrehumbert & Nair 
(1995), words with a word-initial split cluster like ‘b-um-w’ are more similar to the uninfixed words 
with ‘bw’ than words with ‘b-um-r’ are to ‘br’ (similarly for other clusters). However, we do not know 
exactly how speakers learn such asymmetries or establish them from generalizing on phonetic cues. 
Unlike the words with vowel epenthesis, words with an infix (e.g., ‘gumraduate’) are not highly 
confusable with the uninfixed form (‘graduate’), and hence the speakers presumably cannot rely on their 
own experience or intuitions of confusability. Similarly, the presumed perceptual similarity asymmetries 

1 In her Experiment 3, Treiman (1986) taught participants two games that either split or do not split word-initial 
clusters in C1C2V stimuli but found no effect of C2 sonority. The specific word game involved adding a VC infix 
and adding a final C to CCV items, as in /sli/ → /sɛtʃ lib/. A number of aspects of Treiman’s study could contribute 
to this null result. The clusters considered started with either a voiceless fricative or a voiceless stop, and this 
distinction was not systematically varied or analyzed, though later studies suggest that C1 quality matters for 
splittability (Gouskova 2001; Zuraw 2007; Yun 2016). The original CCV stimuli were also split in two monosyllabic 
words and pronounced by the experimenter, presumably with a pause between the two syllables. Hence it is not 
clear what word formation process Treiman’s participants were employing. 
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are harder to establish experimentally in this case. Finally, these perceptual similarity asymmetries may 
also depend on the exact shape of the infix – an issue that also has not been investigated in detail. 

We will assume that in the case of infixes splitting a cluster, the splittability asymmetries arise from 
the psychoacoustic properties of the cluster, rather than from perceptual confusability of the infixed and 
uninfixed form, as the latter is hard to assess. Yu’s (2007) Salient Pivot Hypothesis suggests that the 
more salient break points within a word serve as better pivots for infixation. Yun (2016) argues that a 
larger intensity rise from C1 to C2 within a cluster contributes to creating a more salient perceptual break 
between the two consonants, and the clusters with a larger intensity rise are exactly those that are more 
likely to be split in both loanword epenthesis and infixation. Thus, it may not be perceptual confusability 
per se but rather the perceptual salience of the break between two consonants that contributes to the 
higher splittability of consonant clusters which have a more sonorous C2. If this is so, cluster splittability 
in infixation should not depend on the shape of the infix morpheme. 

The prominent status of syllables in learning phonotactic generalizations leaves open the question 
of whether syllables are used in learning infixation. On the other hand, cluster splittability asymmetries 
may be relevant to learning infixation (Pierrehumbert & Nair 1995), but we do not know if these 
asymmetries may override simple syllable-based generalizations. Furthermore, the studies of cluster 
splittability asymmetries do not vary the shape of the infix, and hence we do not know if the asymmetries 
would still hold with infixes other than VC. 

In the present study, we compare syllable breaks against cluster splittability asymmetries as 
potential factors influencing the learning of infixation. Our study also uses CV infixes since this on the 
one hand allows us to compare syllable pivots to splittability pivots more directly, and on the other hand 
extends the existing results on infixation to a new infix shape. 

In our study, adult English-speaking participants are presented with infixation patterns targeting a 
variety of stems, and our hypotheses make specific predictions for stems starting in CVCCV (e.g., 
[mokni]) and hence containing a medial consonant cluster. If our participants rely on syllable breaks, we 
expect that they will show greater learning when presented with a pattern that consistently splits all 
medial clusters at the boundary between two consonants (CVC.CV) where a syllable break is expected. 
On the other hand, if our participants rely on cluster splittability we expect that they will only tend to 
learn cluster splitting for C1C2 clusters where C2 is a sonorant, but not for clusters where C2 is an 
obstruent. 
 
2. Method 
2.1. Stimuli design and hypotheses 
 

The study made use of an artificial language learning paradigm where adult, English-speaking 
participants were exposed to one of four different types of infixation, based on a 2 (cluster: TT vs. TN) 
by 2 (pivot: vowel pivot vs. cluster splitting) between-subjects design (more details on this design are 
given below). In what follows, we first describe the aspects of the stimuli design that were the same for 
each participant group. Training items included pairs of an uninfixed + infixed form, always presented 
in that order. Half the training stimuli started with a CVCCV sequence (cluster items), and half the 
stimuli only contained CV syllables. The training stimuli were also equally split between disyllabic and 
trisyllabic stems. Accordingly, the infixed forms were trisyllabic and quadrisyllabic respectively. Each 
group of training stimuli had six pairs of uninfixed + infixed forms, for a total of 24 pairs heard in 
training. The training consisted of five repetitions of each item, see 2.2. Copies of stimuli, data files, and 
analyses can be found at https://osf.io/dx2f5/. 

Stress was placed on the final syllable for all items, both infixed and uninfixed. This was done to 
ensure that the infixation pattern could not be linked to stress. The training data thus provided no 
evidence of a foot-based infixation pattern since words of different parity were all stressed and all 
underwent infixation in a similar way. 

All training and test items were recorded in a sound-attenuated booth at Wayne State University by 
a phonetically trained female native speaker of Mid-Western American English who was naïve to the 
goal of the experiment. The recordings were captured on a Zoom H5 solid state recorder using Shure 
SM 10-A head-mounted microphone, and were later normalized to make sure that all items had a uniform 
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loudness. An inspection of the consonant clusters in our items showed that the first consonant was 
unreleased in the vast majority of cases. All recordings of items containing a consonant cluster were 
vetted by two native speakers of American English to make sure that the consonant cluster was 
accurately perceived, and did not closely resemble any English words. The items where the consonant 
cluster could not be heard clearly enough were excluded. 

The four groups of participants varied according to the infix (either /ta/ or /na/), and where the infix 
was placed in items that contained a CC cluster (either splitting the cluster or keeping the cluster intact). 
Varying the consonant in the infix allowed for control of the sonority of the clusters. Participants who 
were trained on the /na/ infix heard consonant cluster items with stop + stop (TT) clusters, and 
participants trained on the /ta/ infix heard cluster items with stop + nasal (TN) clusters. Two groups of 
participants were presented with training data where the consonant cluster was always split (cluster 
splitting conditions) and two groups learned to always put the infix in front of the cluster (i.e., after the 
first vowel of the word in the vowel pivot conditions). Using CV infixes rather than VC used in previous 
studies (Pierrehumbert & Nair 1995; Zuraw 2007) allows us to have analogous syllable structure for the 
infixed items with both split and unsplit clusters. Examples of training items can be found in Table 1. 

All uninfixed items made use of the vowel inventory /i e o u/ and the consonant inventory /p t k b d 
g m n l r s/; /a/ only occurred in the infixed forms. Similarly, for participants who heard the infix /ta/ the 
consonant /t/ was not used in uninfixed stems and /n/ was not used for stems attaching the infix /na/. 
These restrictions eliminated any potential ambiguity between the stem and the infix. 

Subject 
group  

Stem 
size 
 

Cluster 
type-
stem 

Cluster 
type- 
infixed 

Infix CC cluster items CV items 

TT-Cluster 
Splitting 

2σ 
3σ 

TT  TN na beptu-bepnatu 
luktibu-luknatibu 

gimo-ginamo 
koburi-konaburi 

TT-Vowel 
Pivot 

2σ 
3σ 

TT  TT na beptu-benaptu 
luktibu-lunaktibu 

gimo-ginamo 
koburi-konaburi 

TN-Cluster 
Splitting 

2σ 
3σ 

TN TT ta mokni-moktani 
dopmisu-doptamisu 

muno-mutano 
pokiso-potakiso 

TN-Vowel 
Pivot 

2σ 
3σ 

TN  TN ta mokni-motakni 
dopmisu-dotapmisu 

muno-mutano 
pokiso-potakiso 

 Table 1. Experiment design with examples of training stimuli 

The kinds of pivots utilized by the learners in acquiring infixation are expected to affect their 
performance in the following way. If learners rely on syllable pivots, we would expect that learning the 
cluster-splitting patterns will be facilitated, regardless of the cluster being split. This hypothesis predicts 
uniform learning for the cluster splitting conditions, but no differences based on cluster type. However, 
if the learners rely on cluster splittability asymmetries to learn the infixation pattern, we expect that the 
infixation patterns splitting stop + nasal clusters with /ta/ will be easier to learn than patterns splitting 
stop + stop clusters with /na/. This hypothesis predicts that for the cluster splitting conditions, learning 
should be greater for the /ta/ infix compared to the /na/ infix. Note that both hypotheses predict that the 
differences in learners’ performance on cluster splitting with /ta/ vs. /na/ will not generalize to the 
conditions where subjects learn to infix after the first vowel of the word (i.e., to vowel pivot condition). 
If vowel pivot and cluster splitting conditions turn out to show the same learnability differences, this 
could be due to the fact that it is inherently easier to learn one infix quality than another. 

Learnability of the infixation patterns was assessed using a two-alternative forced choice task where 
the participant had to choose between two infixed forms (with /ta/ or /na/, matched to the training 
condition). Uninfixed forms were not presented in the test phase. For the items consisting of CV syllables 
the participants picked between an infixed form (which always had the infix after the first CV) and a 
prefixed form (e.g., [ginamo] vs. *[nagimo], where [ginamo] was correct for all groups of participants). 
For the cluster items, the participants had to pick between a form where the infix splits the cluster and a 
form where the infix appears before the cluster (e.g., [bepnatu] vs. [benaptu]). The correct answer for 
the cluster items depended on the training condition; in the vowel pivot conditions the correct answer 
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was the item with the infix following the first vowel (e.g., [benaptu]), and in the cluster splitting 
conditions, the correct answer was the one in which the cluster was split (e.g., [bepnatu]).  

The test phase included 48 pairs of items presented in a random order. Sixteen pairs of items in the 
test phase were old (the same items that appeared in training). The remaining 32 items were new items, 
and these were equally split between cluster items and CV items, as well as between trisyllabic and 
quadrisyllabic items. Examples of test items can be found in Table 2 below. 

Cluster CV items CC items 
TT sinako (V, S) vs. nasiko 

gunamedo (V, S) vs. namegudo 
penakti (V) vs. peknati (S) 
tenapkugi (V) vs. tepnakugi (S) 

TN ketapo (V, S) vs. takepo 
mitakopi (V, S) vs. tamikopi 

betaknu (V) vs. bektanu (S) 
netaknobe (V) vs. nektanobe (S) 

Table 2. Examples of test stimuli. ‘V’ indicates the correct response for the vowel pivot 
conditions, and ‘S’ indicates the correct response for cluster splitting conditions. 

 
Correct responses were the same for both conditions when the stem was CVCV, but varied for CC items; 
placing the infix after the first vowel indicated a correct response for the vowel pivot conditions, and 
placing the infix within the CC cluster (thereby breaking up the stem cluster) indicated a correct response 
for the cluster splitting conditions.  
 
2.2. Participants and procedure 
 

The experiment was conducted online; it was designed through FindingFive, a platform for creating
web-based experiments in JavaScript (FindingFive Team 2019). The participants were adult native 
speakers of English located in the United States recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk. The 
participants were compensated $3.50 for their time. One hundred and twenty-three total participants (31 
in all conditions, except TN-ClusterSplitting, which had 30) participated in this experiment before 
exclusions. With exclusions (discussed below), the final participation count was 31 participants in the 
TT-VowelPivot condition (no exclusions), 25 in the TT-ClusterSplitting condition (one recusal, and five 
repeated participants), 29 in the TN-VowelPivot condition (two over 40 minutes), and 29 participants in 
the TN-ClusterSplitting condition (one recusal). 

Because participants were recruited through the internet, several reliability measures were enabled. 
First, we included a question at the end of the study that allowed for participants to ‘opt out’ of having 
their data included for analysis but still be compensated. This occurred for one participant in the TT-
ClusterSplitting condition, and one participant in the TN-ClusterSplitting condition; their data are not 
included in the analyses. Second, we excluded any participants who took longer than 40 minutes to 
complete the study, with the logic that such a participant might have been distracted, interrupted, or 
spent extra amount of time on learning (e.g., spent extra effort/time beyond the training to learn the 
language). This occurred for two participants in the TN-VowelPivot condition; their data are not 
included in the analyses. In addition, five participants in the TT-ClusterSplitting condition had already 
participated in the experiment, and their second data sets are excluded from analysis. Finally, we 
excluded any trials that were longer than 10 seconds (note that this duration included the length of the 
sound file), with the logic that a trial lasting longer than 10 seconds could have been interrupted or, 
unattended, or given extra thought. Data for participants with excluded trials were still included in the 
study (as long as their total time was not over 40 minutes). We excluded 19 trials from each of the TT-
ClusterSplitting, and TN-VowelPivot conditions, 17 trials from the TN-ClusterSplitting condition, and 
eight trials from the TT-VowelPivot condition; this accounts for less than 2% of the total number of 
trials.  

Prior to the beginning of training, the study gave the participants an opportunity to test their sound 
and collected the demographic information including age, gender, native language(s), and other 
languages spoken, as well as their proficiency in each language. There were no studied languages with 
a highly productive infixation pattern (e.g., Tagalog). 
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During the training phase, the participants were instructed to listen to the pairs of words, and they 
had to listen to each pair at least once to move forward. The training phase included five repetitions of 
the training stimuli presented in a random order. During the testing phase, the participants were told that 
they would hear pairs of words where only one of the words came from the language they heard. They 
were instructed to select the word belonging to their language and to attempt to make a decision after 
hearing each word only once.  

 
3. Results 

 
While our preregistration indicated that we would include Old items in the analysis, Old items were 

ultimately excluded from analysis; only learner performance on New items is analyzed. We excluded 
Old items because they do not allow us to distinguish sheer memorization of the training items from 
learning a general infixation pattern, and it was unclear what including Old items would add to the 
analysis. In addition, excluding Old items allowed for a more complex random effects structure for the 
analysis.  

Means and 95% confidence intervals for New items (cluster and CV) are shown in Figure 1. Our 
participants were above chance on all conditions except the cluster splitting pattern with TT clusters 
(i.e., TT cluster splitting with the /na/ infix). 

The results (response correctness, given the training data) were analyzed using mixed effects logistic 
regression models (using the lme4 package, Bates et al. (2016) in R, R Core Team (2019)) with item 
type (cluster items vs. CV items), infix position (vowel-pivot vs. cluster-splitting), and cluster type (TN 
/ta/ vs. TT /na/) as fixed effects. Item, subject, and infix quality were random effects.  

As we shall see, response correctness was relatively uniform across CV items, but varied 
systematically for cluster items. Therefore, we ran two separate models, one on all new items and one 
only on the new items with a consonant cluster. 

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

CV Items Cluster (CC) Items

TT-Cluster Splitting TT-Vowel Pivot TN-Cluster Splitting TN-Vowel Pivot

Figure 1. Proportion correct infixation for novel test items. Means and 95% confidence intervals. 
 
Our first model (Model 1) compared responses to CV items with responses to CC items, and vowel 

pivot conditions to cluster splitting conditions, with the code for the analysis in (1). The fixed effects 
were item type (CV vs. CC), and Pivot type (Vowel vs. Cluster-Splitting). We included random 
intercepts for items, and infix, and random slopes for Pivot by participant.  
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(1) Model.1 <- glmer(response_correct == 1 ~ Test * Pivot + (Pivot|participant_id) + 
(1|stimuli_presented) + (1|TT) , family = "binomial", data = Infix3)  

The full results of this model are shown in Table 3. Overall, the model reveals better learner performance 
for new CV than for new CC items for the cluster splitting items, and better performance for participants 
in Vowel pivot conditions compared to Cluster splitting conditions for the CC items. There was also a 
significant interaction whereby the difference between Vowel pivot and Cluster splitting conditions was 
greater for the CC items compared to the CV items.  

β SE z p 
Intercept 0.18 0.16 1.17 0.24 
Cluster Splitting: CC vs CV items 0.83 0.14 6.03 <0.001*** 
CC items: Vowel Pivot vs. Cluster Splitting 0.58 0.19 3.06 0.0022** 
CC x Pivot -0.62 0.15 -4.11 <0.001*** 

Table 3: Model 1 Results. 

In order to analyze the distinctions between cluster items in greater detail we ran a second model 
(Model 2) only on the cluster (CC) items, which compared cluster splitting and cluster type, shown in 
(2), with the final output shown in Table 4.  
 

(2) Model.2 <- glmer(response_correct == 1 ~ Pivot * TT + (1+Pivot|participant_id) + 
(1|stimuli_presented), family = "binomial", data = NewCC)  

 
This model revealed significant differences between cluster splitting and vowel pivot conditions for the 
TT clusters (/na/ infix), and a significant interaction between the cluster type (hence infix quality) and 
whether the cluster was split. The significant interaction suggests that the differences between the vowel 
pivot and the cluster splitting conditions was greater for the TT clusters than for the TN clusters. There 
were no significant differences in learning based on cluster type.  

 β SE z p 
Intercept -0.11 0.23 -0.46 0.65 
TT clusters: Vowel Pivot vs. ClusterSplitting 1.12 0.33 3.39 <0.001*** 
ClusterSplitting: TT vs. TN 0.47 0.32 1.49 0.14 
TT vs. TN x Vowel Pivot vs. ClusterSplitting -0.94 0.46 -2.04 0.041* 

Table 4: Model 2 Results; CC items only. 
 
4. Discussion and conclusion 

 
Overall, infixing was easier to learn for the CV items than for items containing a consonant cluster 

(Model 1 yields a significant effect of item type). For the CV items, the participants did not have to 
decide where the infix goes as the test items compared infixation to prefixation instead. Since the 
morphemes /ta/ and /na/ are never used as prefixes in our training data, the overall infixing pattern was 
learned robustly for CV items in all conditions. Thus, learner performance on the CV items did not 
significantly depend on which cluster items they saw in training. 

The results from our first model are consistent with the idea that vowel pivots are overall easier to 
learn than patterns where the clusters are split. This is seen in a significant interaction whereby learner 
performance on cluster items that do not split the cluster is less distinct from CV items than on cluster-
splitting items. This is expected since vowel pivots always involve infixing at a fixed distance from the 
left edge of the word (‘after second segment from left edge’) whereas cluster splitting involves a variable 
distance from the left edge (‘after second or third segment from left edge’). 

Our first hypothesis about cluster splitting was that infixing at a syllable break would facilitate 
learning, predicting robust and about equally good performance in all cluster-splitting conditions. This 
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hypothesis was not supported. Our first model shows that overall infixation was learned better for vowel-
pivot items than for cluster-splitting items (recall the significant interaction mentioned above), and it is 
the cluster-splitting items that place the infix at the syllable boundary. Moreover, cluster type did affect 
learning, contrary to the predictions of utilizing syllable breaks. 

The effects of the cluster type are investigated by our second model. The significant interaction term 
in Model 2 shows that cluster splitting was learned about as robustly as vowel pivots for TN clusters, 
but cluster splitting was harder than vowel pivots for TT clusters. Thus, our subjects were more 
successful in learning to split TN clusters, where C2 is a sonorant, than TT clusters, where C2 is a stop. 
This finding is consistent with the perceptual cluster splittability hypothesis:2 clusters with a sonorant 
C2 are more splittable than clusters with an obstruent C2 (Broselow 1992; Pierrehumbert & Nair 1995; 
Fleischhacker 2005; Berent et al. 2007 et seq.; Zuraw 2007; Yun 2016).  

Note that although Model 2 reveals a significant interaction, there is no significant main effect of 
cluster type. Indeed, the learning difference between cluster types goes in a different direction for vowel 
pivot and cluster splitting condition. While cluster splitting is harder for TT clusters (na) than for TN 
clusters (ta), infixing after a vowel pivot is harder for TN clusters (ta) than TT (na). These results are not 
consistent with either /na/ or /ta/ being inherently easier to learn per se.  

Our data also broaden the cluster splittability results in two ways. First, most of the previous 
splittability findings are related to word-initial consonant clusters, and Yun (2016) covers some word-
final clusters. Our study shows that the same asymmetries may pertain to word-medial clusters. It is 
interesting to note that the sonority of C2 seems to have the same effect on cluster splittability regardless 
of the syllabic composition of the cluster (i.e., for onset and coda clusters in the literature and for 
heterosyllabic sequences in our study). 

Second, our study uses CV infixes /ta/ and /na/ rather than VC infixes used in the previous studies 
of infixation and cluster splittability (Pierrehumbert & Nair 1995; Zuraw 2007). Our results are 
consistent with the idea that the salient perceptual break in TN clusters is going to serve as a better pivot 
for infixes of any shape. Our hypothesis was motivated by Yu’s (2007) Salient Pivot Hypothesis as well 
as by previous studies suggesting that cluster splittability may follow from the strength of perceptual 
breaks in consonant clusters (Fleischhacker 2005; Yun 2016).  

Thus, our results are consistent with a more remote relation between perceptual similarity and 
infixes splitting a consonant cluster. On this view, cluster splittability follows from properties of the 
cluster itself, rather than from the infix morpheme. Although the results suggest that cluster splittability 
asymmetries would hold for any infix shape, we hope that these results will also stimulate a more direct 
comparison between CV and VC infix shapes in one experiment in the future. 

In our study, the syllable-based pivots are in direct competition with splittability-based pivots since 
the learners are presented with a two-alternative forced choice task. Therefore, this study alone cannot 
be used to conclude that syllables are not among the infixation pivots expected by the learners. 
Nevertheless, our results do suggest that syllable divisions are not prioritized relative to cluster 
splittability cues, which are likely grounded in perception.  

Some studies suggest that syllable-based phonotactic statements have a strong effect on perception 
and on illusory vowels, an effect that may be stronger than that of segmental phonotactics (Kabak & 
Idsardi 2007; Coetzee 2011). However, our results are consistent with a picture where syllable-based 
effects (the use of syllable breaks as pivots in our case) are themselves derived from a variety of smaller-
scale perceptual and perhaps articulatory phenomena. Syllable breaks are observable in learning and 
processing when they align with strong acoustic cues but syllable effects may be overridden when 
perceptual cues contradict the syllable-based interpretation. 

Finally, most artificial grammar learning studies in phonology have been conducted in a lab rather 
than through the web. Although our data give no indication of any online-specific problem (such as 
people being less attentive or the use of internet bots), it would be useful to replicate these results in the 
lab in order to make sure that the two kinds of studies match. 

2 It is important that the first consonant is unreleased for TT and TN clusters in our stimuli. TT clusters with a 
released first consonant may be highly splittable because the release is confusable with a schwa. 
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In conclusion, the present study demonstrated a role for perception in learning infixation pivots, 
rather than a role for syllable-based infixation. Participants trained to place an infix after a vowel showed 
more correct responses to novel items containing clusters, and this was particularly true for stop-stop 
(TT) clusters. These results are in line with a perception-based view of cluster splittability.  
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